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Interestingly, patient age was positively associated with 16S gene abundance in sinus samples, 198 but this relationship was not observed for the lower airways ( Fig. 1B) . We also assessed the 199 relationship between bacterial load and two clinical metrics: FEV1%, the gold standard 200 spirometry metric used to assess obstructive lung diseases (48), and the SNOT-22 survey used 201 to assess an array of sinus disease symptoms (47). SNOT-22 scores did not significantly 202 correlate with 16S copy number in either sinus or lung samples, nor did FEV1% ( Fig. 1B ).
203
These results are consistent with previous studies where no association was found between 204 bacterial load and lung function or quality-of-life (49). Taken together, these data suggest that 205 the specific composition of each bacterial community rather than its overall abundance 206 contributes to disease states in both sinus and lung niches.
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Bacterial community membership varies with respiratory tract location. Bacterial 208 community composition of paired sinus and lung samples was profiled using 16S rRNA gene 209 sequencing. After filtering sequences for quality and subsampling to an even depth, 51 genera 210 were identified across all samples (Fig. 2 ).
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To investigate genera that accounted for the majority of sequences, we adopted the 
222
although many taxa were shared between sample pairs, the absence of a known CF pathogen 223 (e.g. Pseudomonas, Achromobacter, Staphylococcus) in lung sputum was not predictive of its 224 absence in the paired sinus sample, suggesting that infections at either site could be 225 perpetuated by different pathogens within a given individual.
226
Based on this observation, in addition to prior studies supporting the notion of bacterial 227 metastasis between the upper and lower airways, we were interested in the extent to which 228 genera were shared between sites in each individual subject. Spearman correlations between 229 genera in matched pairs revealed that within-patient similarities allowed for significant positive 230 correlation between sites in ten of twelve sample pairs (average Spearman ρ = 0.45) ( Table   231 E1). A group-wise comparison of sinus and sputum samples showed a weaker correlation
232
(Spearman ρ = 0.32, P = 0.001). This result highlights the potential for bacterial communities of 233 11 the upper and lower airways to be similar within a given patient, yet the group correlation 234 underlines the general dissimilarity in bacterial communities between the sinus and lung 235 microenvironments.
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Bacterial diversity varies between the upper and lower airways. As described above, 
249
Spearman correlations were then calculated to assess the relationships between 250 bacterial load, alpha diversity metrics and patient clinical data (Fig. 3D) 
pairs) show many shared taxa between sites, but also inter-individual variation (32, 52) . In 267 addition, evidence suggests that bacterial metastasis between the upper and lower airways in 268 CF subjects is commonplace (23, 28, 29) . Based on these previous studies and our alpha 269 diversity analyses (Fig. 2) , we hypothesized that sample pairs would cluster more closely by 270 patient, and vary with sample type (between patients).
271
To address this hypothesis, we compared samples utilizing the weighted Unifrac 272 distance, an abundance-sensitive, phylogenetically relevant beta diversity metric (53). This
273
metric was calculated to determine phylogenetic pairwise distances between each sample, then 274 plotted using principal coordinates analysis (PCoA). Contrary to our hypothesis, variation within 275 patient sinus and lung pairs was such that they did not cluster together nearly as strongly as 276 they did by sample type (Fig. 4A ). was revealed with much of the spatial orientation of samples in the PCoA (Fig. 4B ). This showed striking similarity between sinus and lung samples (Fig. E1 ). This suggests that the 298 functional capacity of the airway bacterial communities are relatively similar, despite the 299 taxonomic diversity between sample types (Fig. 4 ).
300
To further summarize the PICRUSt output, we utilized BugBase, a bioinformatics tool 301 that infers community-wide phenotypes from PICRUSt-predicted metagenomes, and calculates 302 phenotypic differences between sample groups. BugBase identified that gene functions 303 associated with an anaerobic phenotype were enriched in lung relative to sinus samples (P = 304 0.01), and could be attributed to three genera: Veillonella, Prevotella, and Porphyromonas (Fig.   305 5A). Gram-negative cell wall structure and the ability to form biofilms are two bacterial 306 phenotypes often associated with pathogenicity in the human respiratory system (54 have proposed that the paranasal sinuses may be a reservoir for bacteria with pathogenic 324 potential to adapt to the respiratory system, ultimately contributing to the worsening condition of 325 the CF patient (23, 24, 28) . It was therefore of interest to take an ecological approach towards 326 exploring bacterial diversity in both the upper and lower airways within CF subjects with CRS, to 327 better understand the relationship of microbiota throughout the interconnected airways.
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The CF-CRS patient cohort showed striking inter-individual variability in bacterial 
